Litigation Support
Meticulous and thorough.
Support when you most
need it.

At Nexia Australia, you benefit from
an experienced and trusted Litigation
Support team with solid taxation
expertise. We structure settlement
agreements in the most effective
format to achieve the best possible
financial outcome.
Whichever side of the litigation fence
you are sitting, there is no guaranteed
outcome. The litigation process is
taxing, often divisive and stressful for
those involved. This can be exacerbated
even further when it concerns family
members.
Proposals for the settlement of disputes
are often personal, driven by emotional
or subjective considerations and require
compromise. Many matters settle at,
or prior to, the hearing. However, while
the short-term concerns have been
addressed, any liable taxation may have
not.
In every settlement, the incidence of
tax can significantly affect the value
of compensation. If you are facing
litigation, it is essential to understand
what benefits you will achieve under
a proposed settlement agreement
and you need to be assured that any
compensation or benefits will not trigger
other adverse consequences.

The Litigation Support team at Nexia
Australia specialise in the financial
impact of litigation and ensuing
settlement. We work closely with you
to understand your circumstances and
provide clear, practical advice on the
taxation issues that commonly arise in
civil litigation or family law disputes.
Our goal is to structure settlement
agreements in the most effective
format to achieve the best possible
taxation outcome. We provide litigation
support services including:
■■

family law;

■■

personal injury;

■■

commercial litigation; and

■■

wills and estates.

Any compromise agreements or terms
of settlement require meticulous and
thorough consideration. It is essential
to have the best support on board to
help guide you through.
For more information about our
comprehensive Litigation Support
services, please contact a member of
our team.
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